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MAMLUK STUDIES
REVIEW

The First Scholarly
Journal Devoted

Exclusively to Mamluk
Studies

Published by The Middle East
Documentation Center (MEDOC)

The University of Chicago

Mamluk Studies Review is an annual refereed journal devoted to the study of the
Mamluk Sultanate of Egypt and Syria (648-922/1250-1517). The goals of
Mamluk Studies Review are to take stock of scholarship devoted to the Mamluk
era, nurture communication within the field, and to promote further research by
encouraging the critical discussion of all aspects of this important medieval
Islamic polity. Featured articles in Volume 3, 1999, include:

Carl F. Petry, "Quis Custodiet Custodes?" Revisited: The Prosecution of Crime
in the Late Mamluk Sultanate

Jonathan Bloom, Mamluk Art and Architectural History: A Review Article
Th. Emil Homerin, Saving Muslim Souls: The Khdnqdh and the Sufi Task in

Mamluk Lands
Anne F. Broadbridge, Academic Rivalry and the Patronage System in Fifteenth-

Century Egypt
William Tucker, Environmental Hazards, Natural Disasters, Economic Loss,

and Mortality in Mamluk Syria
Doris Behrens-Abouseif, Qaytbay's Madrasahs in the Holy Cities and the

Evolution ofHaram Architecture
Stefan Winter, Shams al-DIn Muhammad ibn Makki "al-Shahld al-Awwal" and

the Shi'ah of Syria
Warren C. Schultz, Mamluk Monetary History: A Review Essay

ISSN 1086-170X

All three volumes of Mamluk Studies Review are now available.

The price for each volume is $90.00. Prepaid orders may be sent to:
MAMLUK STUDIES REVIEW, 5828 South University Avenue, Pick Hall
201, Chicago, IL 60637 USA. Customers wishing to pay by credit card (Visa,
Mastercard, American Express or Discover Card) may order from Seminary Co-
op Bookstore, 5757 S. University Ave., Chicago, IL 60637 USA (e-mail:
books@semcoop.com). Fax: (773)752-8507.
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ORIENT

German Journal for Politics and Economics of the Middle East

ORIENT is the only magazine in the Federal Republic of Germany dealing with the
contemporary Near and Middle East (i.e. Arab States, Israel, Turkey, Iran,
Afghanistan, Pakistan), as well as with modern oriental studies.

CONTENTS: Scientific articles, analyses, background reports and important
documents, regular book reviews, detailed bibliographies of recent international
publications with annotations, short biographies of leading oriental personalities.

ORIENT 4/1997

• Martin Beck
Stnikturelle Probleme und Perspektiven der sozioOkonomischen Entwicklung in
den palastinensischen Autonomiegebieten
'AzizAlkazaz
Staatliche Finanzwirtschaft und Budgetpolitik in den arabischen Landern: Syrien
als Fallstudie fur die mittlere Einkommensgruppe
• Menachem Klein
Ikhtarna Laka (We have selected for you): A critique of Egypt's revolutionary
culture
• Frank Meyer
Die Fasi. Ein Beitrag zu Eliten, Modernisierung und sozialem Wandel in der
marokkanischen Gesellschaft
• Tessa Hofinann
"Unter dem Damoklesschwert von Assimilation und Emigration": Ethnische
Minderheiten in der Republik Armenien

Publisher: Deutsches Orient-Institut, Hamburg
Editor: Udo Steinbach
Assistant Editor: Gerda Max/Silvia Biicke

ORIENT is published three-monthly. Price per issue DM 38,-,
annual subscription DM 128,- plus postage

LESKE VERLAG & BUDRICH GMBH
Postfach 300 551,51334 Lcverkusen/Gcrmany
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF INTERNATIONAL & PUBLIC AFFAIRS

JOURNAL OF
•y journal with

INTERNATIONAL %&»

AFFAIRS
Beyond the Headlines since 1941

Forthcoming Fall 1998 Issue

THE MULTIPLE FACES OF POVERTY
A NEW PERSPECTIVE OX THE CONCEPTION'S, MANIFESTATIONS AND RESPONSES TO WORLD POVERTY

Including: Jagdish Bhagwati on poverty and reform, Muhammad Yunus on
economic development and poverty, Margaret Catley-Carlson on poverty and
population, James Gustave Speth on the UNDP's approach, E. A. Brett on
poverty in Uganda and an interview with Bishop of Chiapas Samuel Ruiz.

SOUTH ASIA: THE CHALLENGES TECHNOLOGY AND
OF STATEHOOD INTERNATIONAL POLICY: ESSAYS
Summer 1997 Issue ON THE INFORMATION AGE

Spring 1998 Issue

Subscribe by Check, Money Order (Payable in U.S. Dollars) or Credit Card
$16 (One Year) $31 (Two Years) + $2 Postage per subscription per year

Payable to: Journal of International Affairs, Columbia University
Box 4, International Affairs Building, New York, NY 10027 U.S.A.

Phone: (212) 854-4775 Fax: (212) 662-0398

Please Contact us for Institutional and International Rates
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AFRICAN
AFFAIRS

Volume 97, 1998 (4 issues)
EDITORS:

David Killingray, Goldsmith's College, University of London
Stephen Ellis, African Studies Centre, Leiden

African Affairs, Journal of the Royal African Society, is one of
the oldest journals in the field. It publishes articles on recent
political, social, and economic developments in sub-Saharan
countries. Also included are historical studies that illuminate
current events in the continent.

Tables of Contents are now available by e-mail from the OUP
website at:

http://www.oup.co.uk/afrafj
African Affairs is pleased to announce its new table of contents
e-mail service. You can join this whether you are a subscriber or not. To
regularly receive the very latest table of contents -in advance of
publication- just go to the website, click on the African Affairs online
services page, and follow the simple instructions.

TO SEND FOR A FREE SAMPLE COPY SIMPLY PHOTOCOPY THIS FORM
AND SEND OR FAX IT TO THE ADDRESS BELOW

Oxford University Press
Journals Marketing X98
Great Clarendon Street

Oxford 0X2 6DP
Fax: 01865 267485

Please send me a free sample copy of:
African Affairs

Name.
Address.

City/County...........................
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GUANZI
Political, Economic, and Philosophical
Essays from Early China

A Study and Translation - Volume II

Translated by YV. Allvn Rickett
Named for the famous Chinese minister

of state, Guan Zhong (d. 645 B.C.), the
Guanzi is one of the largest collections of
ancient Chinese writings still in existence.
With this volume, W. Allyn Rickett com-
pletes the first full translation of the Guanzi
into English. This represents a truly monu-
mental effort, as the Guanzi is a long and
notoriously difficult work. Throughout the
text, Rickett provides extensive notes. He
also supplies an introduction to the volume
and a comprehensive index.
Princeton Library of Asian Translations
Cloth £75.00 ISBN 0-691-04816-9

Princeton University Press
FROM BOOKSELLERS OR PHONE (800) 777-4726 U.S.

FTP: PUP.PRINCETON.EDU
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Unique information
source and reference
work on crisis, conflict
and disaster

World
Disasters
Report
1997
In a world of risk, the all-new World
Disasters Report 1997 offers a
unique perspective on crisis issues
and delivers a high value package of
information and analysis on all
aspects of contemporary
emergencies, especially their
impact on millions of vulnerable
people.

The 200-page World Disasters
Report 1997 covers: key issues - the
military in disasters, what future for NGOs; methodology - managing crisis
information, epidemiology in disasters; aid trends, Caribbean natural hazards,
NIS resurgent diseases, Somalia challenges, China floods; Code of Conduct
update; 25-year disasters database, Red Cross/Red Crescent listings.

Backed by the expertise and resources of the International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies, the world's most extensive and
experienced humanitarian network, the annual World Disasters Report was
praised as "compelling reading ... hard-hitting accounts of critical situations ...
destined to become a classic and a fundamental reference work" by Disasters
journal.

Published by Oxford University Press, the World Disasters Report 1997
offers strategies and options for all those tackling chaos and catastrophe:
disaster professionals and donors, aid workers and community activists,
academics, scientists, planners, politicians, journalists, soldiers, insurers and
analysts.

Orders: global 24-hour credit card line +44 1536 454 534; fax +44 1536 746
337; email orders@oup.co.uk or via any bookshop. In all orders quote this
reference:ANREDX97F

ISBN 0-19-829290-2 Illustrated Indexed Internet-literate
UK£15.99/US$29.95
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GUIDELINES FOR CONTRIBUTORS

BSOAS spans all periods, from ancient times to the present day. of the cultures and civilizations
of" the Near and Middle East, South Asia, Central Asia. East Asia. South-East Asia, and Africa.
It publishes articles and shorter communications which are both scholarly and readable on the
history, religions and philosophies, literatures and languages, music, arts and archaeology, law.
anthropology and related studies of these regions.

ARTICLES
All submissions are referced by specialists in the field. The preferred upper limit for a paper is
around 20 printed pages or 10 12,000 words. Submissions should be sent as hard copy, double-
spaced (including footnotes, which should be given separately at the end), together with an
Abstract of not more than 150 words. Where the typeface used does not have a clearly distinguish-
able italic fount, italicization should be indicated by underlining. Typcsize should be lOpt with
citations in the same size, indented and double-spaced. Articles should be amply subheaded.
Spelling is UK English and house-style is -ize.

References: the preferred style of reference is citation by author and date, e.g. Hawley (1984: 26).
This system must be accompanied by a complete reference list giving full bibliographical informa-
tion, as follows:

Hawley, John Stratton. 1984. stir has: poet, singer, saint. (Publications on Asia of the Henry M.
Jackson School of International Studies, 40.) Delhi: Oxford University Press.

A clear system of abbreviations or other critical apparatus should be used for archival and
manuscript sources.

The following system of references will be accepted. A first footnote citation giving full
bibliographical data, e.g. M. Boyce, "Zoroastrianism: its antiquity and constant vigour (Columbia
Lectures on Iranian Studies. 7, Costa Mesa: Mazda, 1992), 187, thereafter by short title; op. cit
should be avoided and ibid, or loc. cit. used only to refer to the reference immediately preceding.

Titles: titles of books are italicized with initial capitals only for proper names. Titles of journals
are italicized with initial capitals. Citation by volume and part is in the following form BSOAS,
60 1, 1997. 231 9. Titles of articles are roman within quotes.

Illustrations and scripts: line drawings, graphs, etc. should be supplied as good quality originals.
Authors are expected to clear copyright and provide the form of acknowledgement. Because of
the high cost of production, photos and non-roman scripts, including Chinese and Japanese
characters, will only be accepted where they are essential to the text. Where possible, the latter
should be supplied as camera-ready copy.

Transcription: diacritics must be given fully and consistently on all italicized transcriptions. More
detailed guidelines on the romanization of various language groups are available from the Bulletin
Office: BSOAS, Thornhaugh Street, Russell Square, London WCIE 0XG.

NOTES AND COMMUNICATIONS
The average length is around 2500 words and above conventions apply.

REVIEWS AND SHORT NOTICES
The recommended upper limit for a review in BSOAS is 900 1000 words, that is, about three
double-spaced sheets of A4. Where a review overruns the limit to a significant extent it will in
most cases have to be cut. Where a reviewer considers a book to be of major importance and
therefore to warrant reviewing at greater length, this can be agreed with the Board. Reviews and
short notices should be submitted in typescript form, double-spaced, preferably within three
months of receipt of the review copy unless it is agreed otherwise. The purpose of the 'Short
Notices' section is to present readers with concise descriptive accounts of new publications, which
do not call for a detailed critical assessment. Bibliographical details at the head should be given
in the following form.

DANIEI. MARTIN VARisCo: Medieval agriculture ami Islamic science: the almanac of a Yemeni sultan.
(Publications on the Near East, no. 6.) xv, 349 pp. Seattle and London: University of
Washington Press, 1994, S40.

Footnotes are not permitted in the reviews section and references to other works should be
incorporated into the main text as author, title (place and date of publication).

Proofs: proofs are sent to authors and reviewers. They should be returned promptly to avoid
postponement of publication. Corrections are to be limited to errors only.

Copyright
It is a condition of publication in the Journal that authors assign copyright to the School of
Oriental and African Studies. This ensures that requests from third parties to reproduce articles
are handled efficiently and consistently and will also allow the article to be as widely disseminated
as possible. In assigning copyright. Authors may use their own material in other publications
provided that the Journal is acknowledged as the original place of publication, and Oxford
University Press is notified in writing and in advance.
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